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Kalendar AI Deal memo
Kalendar AI books B2B meetings on autopilot by sourcing and engaging ideal 
customers from 340m+ profiles. Since the launch (in Jan 2021), we have booked 
over 1000+ meetings and have delivered $10m+ ROI to the customers. Their growth 
rate is double-digit month over a month, creating maximum impact for the venture-
backed startups.

The founding team has 10+ years of experience in social networking (Myspace, 
BranchOut) and scaling marketplace operations (Amazon).

The Problem

B2B companies need meetings critically on autopilot to book predictable revenue. 
They have to manually identify potential customers, attract, qualify, and engage them 
to secure revenue. As a result, they allocate a lot of time and resources to scale this 
process. But it's getting expensive by the year to attract this audience on channels 
like FB, Linked n, Google SEM, etc.

Today's average cost of a single, qualified, B2B meeting is $300-$10k per meeting. 
The CACs are reaching new highs due to the lack of efficiency in this process.
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It's fundamentally an infrastructure issue as there's a greater need to reach a lot of 
people. Still, a single domain/sales outreach can't scale without flagging or human 
errors with a lack of personalization at scale.

Solution

By building custom language models inspired by advanced language AI like GPT3, 
Kalendar AI sends hyper-personalized invitations to the target customers every day 
with interactive media that books meetings on autopilot without human intervention.

Kalendar AI’s proprietary processes have the following key advantages:

Kalendar AI uses a dedicated mailbox infrastructure. We define them as AI 
authors that scale based on the number of meetings required & the audiences 
available. We enforce rate-limitation & a finite number of engagements per day 
per mailbox, allowing us to control and scale as an out-of-box solution.

Kalendar AI writes personalized invitations that are proven to be more effective 
than regular sales emails. Every email uses ice breakers leveraging the past 
school history, real-time industry news, etc., along with an interactive attachment 
that has finitely available slots (one-one sessions). 

By scaling this process, we book a predictive number of meetings for our 
customers without human intervention.

Traction:

We have seen a tremendous need to scale AI author infrastructure as more 
customers buy them to get more meetings. They are particularly effective for 
venture-backed B2B companies

We are growing double-digit revenue growth to hit $1M with only bottom-up SaaS in 
the next few months.

General Deal Terms:

Here's our pitch deck: https://www.beautiful.ai/player/-McP8i-
Pzkk9p4CiNJnj/Investor-deck-2021

https://www.beautiful.ai/player/-McP8i-Pzkk9p4CiNJnj/Investor-deck-2021
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$10M post-money valuation - YC SAFE

$2M pre-seed ($1m filled from Village Global, Eric Ries, AngelList syndicate, 
several international/local angels)

The Syndicate will have pro-rata rights for this round and future rounds

Basic information rights


